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Abstract— an artificial intelligence-based submarine tracking 

and destructive system is an explosive device concealed 

under the water and designed to destroy or disable enemy 

targets, ranging from combatants to submarine and enemy 

ships, as they pass over or nearby it. It also monitors the 

movement of Submarine during peace time, So here we want 

to develop a multipurpose submarine destroyer system which 

can be controlled from a command center which will ensure 

its activation and deactivation. It will be equipped with a 

smart detection system which will detect the friendly units 

nearby and will be deactivated if a friendly unit approaches 

it. So with our project work we are dedicated to provide better 

defense systems to our armed forces. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

ubmarine is a type of ship which can travel under the depth 

of sea and on the surface of water also. These type of ship is 

used by most of the country which is having coast , these are 

mainly used for the servalliance purposes and attack purposes 

. there are many anti submarine system are abalible in the 

market but the main disadvantage of these type of system is 

that they are not independently work .these system need to 

mount on either ship or aircraft which petrol during war or 

disturbance time .marine is detected by sonar which send 

signal and collect reflected signal with the help of this 

distance is calculated. For many country such as india 

,Australia etc having big problem to detect and locate enemy 

submarine durine peace time . some enemy country misuse 

there submarine for spying on different country to overcome 

and to protect ocean territory advanced anti submarine 

destructive need to be implemented . 

 
Fig. 1: Submarine 

II. TYPES OF SUBMARINE 

A. Diesel Electric Attack Submarine  

Diesel electric attack submarine is the common type of attack 

submarine which consist of diesel engine and number of 

battery unit .the purpose of diesel engine is to run the shaft 

which is further connected to the blades it also rotate 

generator which is used to charge  the batteries ,when 

submarine is under the ocean then power to the blades and all 

the electric equipment is drawn from batteries . Batterys are 

having some durability when it get discharge diesel engine 

need to start to again charge batteries . These type of 

submarine can dive for 2-3 month under the water. It also 

contain missile and torpido which contain explosive that can 

harm or destroy any ship or submarine .these submarine can 

not be traced and track easily. 

 
Fig. 2: Underwater Submarine View 

B. Nuclear Power Attack Submarine 

AT These type of submaring are the most advanced type of        

submaring, thery don’t contain any diesel engine .The main 

component of these submarine is the nuclear reacter thich 

contain uranium as a fuel and the output of these is used to 

turn the turbine which is further attach to generator and the 

blades , these are less noisy .these can be dive for more than 

six month under the water.both types of submaring are mostly 

used by the enemy country for spying and create distruction 

to any country. 

C. Anti Submarine Destructive System 

Anti submarine distructive system is the most advanced types 

of system which is used to continucally monitor the 

movement of ships and the submarine . these types of boat do 

not required any types of diesel fuel to navigate ,these are 

very lighter as compare to any type of ship .They are operated 

by lithium ion battery cells which powered whole unit .these 

are inbuilt of SONAR system which continucally track the 

enemy ship or submarine. It’s surface consist of solar cells 

which get active when it reached to the water surface. When 

this boat found the movement of any enemy ship of 

submarine it transmit signal to the command center which is 

located to the base . it can track the enemy ship also. It also 

contain a self destructive system when un-autharised person 

try to operate it. It can follow the targed ship or submarine 

and can destroy the enemy ship 
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Fig. 3: External View AISTDB 

 Above diagram shows the outer view of submarine 

distructive system . it’s a bullet type structure ,outer surface 

is mounted with solar cell which get activated when it reached 

to the surface. It also consist of two blades which is driven by 

the dc motors which help to track enemy ship and also 

provide stability in tidel water. 

 
Fig. 4: Internal View AISTDB 

 Above diagram shows the inner view of anti 

submarine distructive system .it consist of three ballistic tank 

which help to dive into deep sea and also help in surfacing in 

the case of battery is completely discharge to again charge 

batteries with the help of solar panel. It equipped with sonar 

system which continucally  transmite and receive signal with 

the help of the it can locate the enemy ship. It also consist of 

explosive chamber which get exploded when signal received 

from the command center to destroy the ship. It can easily 

cover a larger area of ocean by the ad hock network . it can 

communicate with neighbour boat these type of system is 

very much needed by country to safe guard there ocean 

territory. Its internal system work indepently no need to 

maintain for long term.This is a advanced type of boat which 

can enter into enemy country also and gather secrate 

information without get disclose. 

 It can used for many operation like search, spying, 

destroying, locating etc . 

D. Advantages  

 More secure 

 Monitor from command center 

 All boat communicate to each other 

 Saves navel patrolling time 

 Help in tracking adject movement of enemy ship. 

 It can destroy any ship or submarine 

 Help in spying enemy contry 

III. BLOCK DIAGRAM 

 
Fig. 5: Block Diagram 

Fig.5 shows block diagram of submarine tracking and 

distructive system .all the units and controller are directly 

connected with central processing unit. Sonar system 

continuacally scan the area if they detect any presence of 

submarine if give signal to the  cpu, cpu further process these 

signal and and calculate its trajectory and speed and transmit 

these data to the command center with the help of 

communication device , when communication device receive 

signal to attack the enemy submarine then cpu generate signal 

for motor driver and ballistic tank controller to fallow that 

submarine. When boat reached near to enemy submarine then 

it hit it and get exploded. Detonator only get active when boat 

hit the enemy submarine, in some case when collision don’t 

happen then control sopr detonator to detonate. Motor driver  

control the speed of motor and it also control servo motor 

which is further attach to the rudder with the help of this doat 

change its direction under the water. Ballistic tank controller 

controls the depth of boat in sea by adjusting the flow of water 

to the ballistic tank. Detonator controller is attach with a 

sensor which conform the collision happen or not. it give 

supply to the explosive only when collision happen. This 

whole unit activated only when it get signal from the 

command center to attack enemy submarine. Charging unit 

get activated when battery level goes below 45%. in that case 

it give signal to cpu to surface the boat , when boat surfaces 

charging started with the help of solar panel. Gps module is a 

type of device which communicate with satellite and adjust it 

self to accurate position under the water. 
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Fig. 6: Flow Chart of Battery Charging Unit 

 Controller takes input of battery status from battery 

driver. If battery status is below 45% then then controller 

generate signal for the pumping system, pump drain out all 

the water from the ballastic tank of the boat. After drain out 

water compressor get activated and pump air into it due to 

which boat start getting to surfaces. 

 As soon it surfaces its solar panel system get 

activated and generating current with the help of sun light, 

when battery completed its charging to 100 % then controller 

again generate signal for the pump, pump start pumping sea 

water into ballastic tank , when ballastic tank filled with water 

it stard submaerging into water ang again hold there position 

under the water and again start scanning for ship or 

submarine. 

 
Fig. 7: Flow chart of detecting and give signal to command 

center 
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Fig. 8: Flow chart of Explosive Unit 

IV. WORKING 

 
Fig. 9: AISTDB When Scanning 

Anti-submarine distructive system is the cheap and advanced 

types of defence system which can be used by navy to defend 

and protect its territory. Its a type of boat which is easy carried 

by navel ship, these boat can be launched from any where 

after launching it goes to the desired coordinate which is 

given by the command center, after that it get submerge to 

deep water label and start sending signal to the command 

center continucally it trach the movement of any type of ship 

or submarine . 

 
Fig. 10: AISTDB While Attacking 

 It can consist of many inbuilt sensors which help in 

tracking the water quality and various temperatute of 

ocean.when some enemy ship travels within a radius of 20-

80km it detect its movement and send signal to command 

center and wait for the responce if command center do not 

respond it again goes to search mode , if command center 

respond to attack its all internal unit get activated and start 

tracking that ship or submarine , after getting closer to that 

ship or submarine it get collide with it and get exploded with 

the impact of explosion ship get destroyed and start sinking 

to the ocean , with the help of this we can easily nutrallise 

enemy ship . no one can predict the attck and no responsibility 

of any country .if some auntrasize person try to operate it , 

it’s self-destructive system activated and get destroyed 

automatically .all the sensitive communication device fully 

destroyed .it is fully operated by battery power once battery 

charged it last upto 15 days when battery goes below the 45% 

its internal battery charging system get activated and pump 

out water from all the blast tank and pump in compressed air 

into it due to which boat surface the water and it’s solar panel 

start providing electricity to the charging unit. Its most of 

system work with the help of artificial intilligance .if distance 

between the boat and the command center then in that case its 
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automatically work on the ad hock network it start sending 

signal to the nearer boat and with the help of network of many 

boat communication can be established from the command 

center. 

 
Fig. 11: Battery Charging/Discharging Graph 

 
Fig. 12: Motor Driver Response 

Three dimension coordinate system of submarine. 

 

When submarine is under the water various type of forces are 

acting on submarine  

Various forces and displacement submarine is having 

Y=lateral displacement 

X=longitudinal displacement 

Z=vertical displacement 

α = heading angle 

¥=pitching angle 

X^ = ucosαcosy-vsinαcosy 

Y^= usinαcosy+vcosαcosy 

Z^=ucosy+vsiny 

V. COMPONENTS 

A. Solar Panel 

Solar panel is a type of device which converts solar energy 

into electrical energy. These system are environment friendly 

and do not emit any type of carbondi oxide to the 

environment. Somat panel consist of small small solar cells 

which are connect in series to obtain certain output voltage , 

these cells are proparlly water proof so that it not get affected 

by ocean water . These cells are mounted on the outer surface 

of the boat and start working when boat surfaces the water 

when battery level is too low.  

 

B. Motor 

Motor is a type of device which converts electrical energy to 

mechanical energy. Output shaft of motor is connected to the 

blades which rotate under the water due to which thrust is 

created and boat start travelling forward, the direction of boat 

is controlled by the rudder which is further controlled by the 

movement of servo motor with the help of this movement and 

direction of boat changes. 

 
Fig. 14: High speed dc motor 

 
Fig. 15: Motor with blades 
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Fig. 16: Rudder 

 When command received from the command center 

boat gets activated and both the motor started move freely 

under the water and with the help of rudder direction of 

rudder doat can easily change its direction under the water. 

C. Controller 

Controller is types of device which consist of various type of 

integrated circuit; this is also called the brain of any system. 

It established communication between all the sensors, motors, 

detonator, and generate signal for the command center and 

quickly respond the adjadt position of enemy ship and track 

its movement.  

 
Fig. 17: Block Diagram of Controller 

D. Battery Unit 

Battery unit provide power supply to the boat when it 

submerge under the water. it consist if three battery which last 

upto 15 days, lithium ion batteries are used in this boat which 

get charged quickly when boat surfaces the water with the 

help of solar panel. 

 
Fig. 18: Lithium Battery 

VI. RELAY UNIT 

Relay is a type of switch which is used to switch low 

 Voltage to high voltage. MCU (micro controller 

unit) generates low voltage which is not sufficient for the 

 Detonator relay helps to switch low voltage to high 

voltage. It consists of coil, this coil terminal is connected to 

the relay output and common port of relay is directly 

connected to the battery unit. The output of relay unit is 

connected to the detonator. 

 
Fig. 19: Relay Diagram 

N.O (normally open):  is connected to the detonator + 

COM (common):   is connected to battery + terminal 

Coil: is connected to the MCU unit 

N.C (normally close): remain unconnected 

VII. DETONATOR 

Detonator is a type of device which converts electrical 

voltage to spark. It is operated by the battery supply. A 

traditional fuse is used instead of a detonator, which is quite 

risky and a time taking process to explode the explosive but 

in the case of a detonator it provides flexibility to switch from 

the same distance. It gives spark to the explosive and with the 

help of this spark explode happens. 
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Fig. 20: Detonator 

A. Communication Device 

Communication device consist of pair of transmitter and 

receiver. transmitter transmit signal which contain various 

data like coordinate ,speed ,and many sensitive data of enemy 

ship to the command center and at the same time receiver 

receive the signal from the command center. When distance 

is very large then in that case it transmits data to the nearer 

boat of same kind with certain frequency. 

 
Fig. 21: Communication Device 

B. Motor Driver          

Motor driver is types of device which contain integrated 

circuit and various modest to regulate the power supply to the 

motor. It take input to the controller and process these data 

and generate signal according to it and supply current to the 

both motors due to which movement of boat is achieved 

under the water. 

 
Fig. 22: Motor Driver 

C. Pump 

Pump is a type of device which is used to pump fluid from 

lower to higher medium. In boat pump is used it pump in or 

out sea water to the ballistic tank . with the regulation water 

level depth of boat is obtain . pump is connected by the 

controller . 

 
Fig 23: Pump 

VIII. RESULT AND CONCLUSION 

 It is more secure and reliable. It will continuously scan 

24*7 

 It takes less time in patrolling. 

 It is easy to handle and user friendly. And directly 

communicate with command center and 

 Execute the command. No need to refueling. 

 It reduces risk of attacking from enemy. Zero casualty. It 

can be used as a spying device also. 

 It is fast and efficient and can travel up to long distances. 

 It can charge automatically from the solar panel and no 

need to charge manually. It will self-destruct if any 

unauthorized person tries access it. It is cheaper and 

effective. 
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